COVID-19 - A Case for Returning to Normal Activity
Moving sheeple towards one-world government

“We are in a period when the definition of “Truth” as “Reality” is being challenged.
When is the last time government shut down the economy without
declaring Marshal Law?
When is the last time ALL churches were told they could not meet without
any legislative action?
How is it they are doing this without any defined point of return?
Why do we assume we can shut down schools and students won’t lose?
Does this virus trump our constitution? So far, it has!
If you trust Dr. Anthony Fauci, you need to hear this information.

What are we thinking – an unsustainable dilution:
It has been said that “ignorance is the cause of all suffering” the idea being
that a life-style if ignorance promotes apathy towards developments that lead
to suffering or evil if you will. A decade ago, Dr. R.C Sproul said in the Truth
Project #2 that “We live in the most anti-intellectual period in modern history
of the church.” Translation? We are lethargic when it comes to critical thinking
which makes us vulnerable to manipulation.
It is sobering to see American embrace the idea - like sheeple - that we can run
and hide in our homes, not work, and expect the government to take care of
us. This not only plays into Socialist’s hands; it is exactly what the New World
Order would prescribe. Globalists may not be causing this, but as you will see,
they certainly are using it.
This is not reality! The economic impact of the near-national shutdown has
resulted in at least 10 million Americans losing their jobs, a number expected
to continue to soar. According to Nasdaq.com, “Bank of America is forecasting
a 35%+ GDP fall for the YEAR, not just Q2. The bank thinks the Coronavirus
downturn is so bad that the U.S. economy will shrink 7% in Q1, 30% in Q2, and
1% in Q3, a cumulative 35.55% for the year. The downturn would be the worst
to ever strike the US.”
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Will we let this Corona event destroy our way of life or will we rise up – with
common sense measures – and put our leaders on notice that we will not be
herded like stupid sheep into a globalist mentality of survival at all costs.
The six voices below and the LINKS are not short but they are informative. They
trample on what your hearing from the Media – even Fox News. I am cautious of
conspiracy theories but I want us to be looking and thinking outside the box. I
suspect that “the establishment” has President Trump somewhat over a barrel
where he dares not say anything against the stampede to hide and protect.
Why Worldview Matters – how dare we challenge conventional wisdom?
The moto of the Big Sky Worldview Forum is “Equipping Cultural Influencers with
a Christian Worldview.” Less than 10 % of so-called Born-Again Christians broadly
embrace this worldview. Living out a Christian worldview is not for the faint of
heart. It means things like identifying politicians like AOC – yes even Presidents
like Obama – for being Marxists. It means opposing a Supreme Court when it redefines marriage to accommodate same-sex unions. It means speaking against
Montana’s Governor when he vetoes a Born-Alive bill that would protect babies
who survive an abortion. It means opposing a SOGI/NDO’s that would give
“Protected Class” designation to the LGBT population because we know it will
mean persecution of Christian businesses and eventually churches. At some
point, it will mean challenging a herd mentality about things like this virus. It
requires that we be informed and engaged. No, living a Christian worldview is
not for everyone but it is for every authentic, orthodox Christian. And yes, we
realize that articles like this will cause some to unsubscribe – and some need to!
For me, it requires that I come to the point of challenging the insanity we have
been and are being herded into.

Examining Six Voices:
#1: A Voice of Reality in the midst of confusion:
When I saw this article where South Dakota GOP Governor Kristi Noem said “I Will
Not Shut Down My State, Following the ‘Herd Mentality’ [this is] Not ‘Leadership,”
I decided it was time to bring serious questions to bear about this so-called
pandemic. She has refused to implement a lockdown order for her entire state,
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despite intense national media pressure. I love it - a woman with a spine who
uses critical thinking instead of emotion to make decisions.
South Dakota vs. Montana – A Helpful Comparison:
As of 04/07/2020 Montana, who has been shut down for weeks, had 319 Covid19 cases and 6 deaths. South Dakota had 288 cases and 4 deaths. Percentage of
the populations are exactly the same. Gallatin County (and Bozeman who Liberals
love to worship) is Montana’s NYC with 118 cases – a stunning 38% of Montana’s
cases. Yellowstone – with over one and a half times Gallatin’s population, had 47.
Explain this and while you’re at it, explain why NYC, New Orleans, Detroit and
other liberal cities top the outbreak list?
South Dakota Governor Noem is encouraging common sense measures – what I
think of as reality - but not shutting down here state. And, she is getting better
outcomes. Ah, but she is not alone - North Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa and
Arkansas have rejected blanket statewide stay-at-home orders, as well. All five
are Republicans, two are women.

#2: Rush Limbaugh – Why This Won’t Work” (The Gag Order)
Any time there is only one voice or opinion allowed, you need to be
suspicious. Why would I listen to a controversial voice like Rush? Have you
noticed how often Fox News inserts his opinion – like they don’t quite want to
‘go there’ but deep down they know they should listen? I listen because, over
the last 30 years, Rush has stood for more TRUTH than any man I know – and I
do mean ANY person. For example, abortion – send me the CD of anyone who
has stood stronger against it in the public square.
In this article, Shutdown Unsustainable; It’s Not ‘Lives Versus Money,’ It’s ‘Lives
Versus Lives’, Limbaugh said the economic shutdown is unsustainable, stressing
that the uncertainty over an eventual start-up date is only aggravating the
problem. But then he got in the Media and Establishment’s face and
challenged their Gag Order. Rush noted there is a “hostility toward anyone
who dare raise economic devastation as part of the United States’ COVID-19
response equation, which he argued is being incorrectly framed as “lives versus
money,” when it’s actually measuring “lives versus lives. We simply cannot —
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with no end in sight — go on like this,” Limbaugh said. Rush challenged the
Trump administration’s mitigation timeline as unhelpful. But Trump is in a bad
position and being advised by well-meaning (or maybe not) people from
academia and the establishment – more on that later. Give us two weeks and
then another two weeks and then maybe 6 months… “But there’s an overriding
problem with this, and it is the uncertainty combined with nobody talking
about it.” Nobody dares question this ongoing shut down.
The Democrats have us in a perfect storm and they and their Globalists
aristocrats like Bill Gates have an agenda for America. Rush continues:
The media and the Democrats are doing everything they can to reorient
people’s thinking once again to thinking government’s the source of
wealth, government’s the source of fairness, government’s the source of
freedom, government’s the source of rights. None of that is true. That’s
why the longer this goes on, the more worried I get about it.”
Rush references this article int the Federalist - the title says volumes - We’re
Following this One-Size Fits All into A Great Depression. The author suggests
we need to realize that these shutdowns protect some politicians at America’s
expense. AND, we ought to shut off cable news – even Fox. How is it that the
Governor of New York gets about an hour a day on Fox? If you listen, there is
a lot of socialist propaganda that he is promoting. The Progressives are not
going to waste this crisis. They are going to use it to manipulate a feminized
America into compliance - and, so far, we are!
#3: A Rational Discussion on COVID-19 Dan Happel (from Pony, Montana) on
Connecting the Dots radio program connects with Dr. Shiva Ayyaduria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urVtwtcB2gQ
(See also attached New American magazine on Shiva at p. 18)
Dr. Shiva Ayyaduria is a Systems Engineer, Biology Scientist. He holds multiple
PhD degrees from M.I.T. He is a world-renowned scientist, innovator and
entrepreneur dedicated to Truth, Freedom, and Health. He is also Republican
candidate for Senate in Massachusetts.
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Consider starting at 44:38 minutes. This is a long discussion but some very
important questions are brought up for your consideration. You will have to draw
your own conclusions but you will not hear this on cable news because he is
challenging the lock-step approach we are hearing.
Some Points Discussed:
• Is President Trump getting good advice from the 95%+ academics who are
Progressives?
• What is the real background of Dr. Anthony Fauci? Is Fauci leading us in
the wrong direction? He is very powerful. Here Shiva calls for his firing.
Before you react, think about this. On 04/08/2020 Fauci (on Fox News) said
“We should STOP the practice of shaking hands permanently.” After
thousands of years we should stop this? And, what else would you like to
change Anthony – maybe self-reliance too? For the love of God, THINK! If
you listen, you may agree that Fauci is a feminized, liberal, globalist and a
Progressive. His science is outdated and deceptive and if he was not so
arrogant, he would know it.
• Has academia’s research system become more controlled by money and
grants than scientific truth?
• Is there common sense in what is being done, if not, what is at work?
• Does America really understand why we have shut down our economy?
• What are the connections between the Chinese and the Deep State?
• What are the connections with Mark Zuckerberg and the Bill Gates
Foundation on these issues?
• Is there a fake or outdated science being used to orchestrate this issue?
• Is this headed toward mandatory inoculations based upon a false
understanding of immune systems?
• How will we keep track – will this become a mandatory “information chip?”
Have you herd of the Mark of the Beast in Rev. 13?
• How much is Big Pharma involved in this agenda and looking to
inoculations for their future?
• Are our vaccines being exposed to the most updated testing methods?
#4: The Globalist Connection and COVAD-19 Prophecy Update: Implementing
the Globalist Agenda
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In this 30-minute YouTube, John Haller presents some issues relative to the
Globalist agenda that you will find of interest. Over the top? We report you
decide but keep in mind that “fanatic conspiracy theories” is exactly what the
Establishment would want us to conclude.
Some Points of Interest: (Especially from 17:20 on)
• The Cheese Cake Factory restaurant chain – we are furloughing 41,000
employees and negotiating our rent to our land owners. One example of
the shut-down.
• Oil demand has declined so much that it could bankrupt many of the
smaller, non-global businesses. These type of loses may eventually result in
later spikes in oil prices.
• World Economic Forum – Strategic Intelligence. A highly detailed road
map of how Globalists intend to use COVAD-19 and other things to
implement a one-world-government agenda.
• At 17:20 minutes you see their layout of how COVID-19 will impact:
Markets, Travel, Trade, Vaccine’s, Governments, Work Force, etc. For each
there are hyperlinks showing publications, videos, data relative to each of
these. These Globalist are WAY ahead of us in terms or their rollout of this
crisis.
• How could they have known all this in advance? Why was it of such
interest to the Globalists? How does this fit into their plan?
• All this appears to make us believe that the COVID-19 is a global solution.
This was not developed over night.
#5: Coronavirus – Freedom is the Cure (New American magazine for April)
Around the world, with very few exceptions, the cure for COVID-19 has been to
abandon any pretense of freedom or free markets and to institute thoroughly
socialist policies. The opposite approach is desperately needed.
On a conference 04/08/2020 Yellowstone County officials were unaware of any
effort Gov. Bullock made to consider the opinions of those outside of his staff
before shutting down Montana
Key points in the article: (p.8 and following)
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• Over 100 million Americans have been ordered not to leave their homes
except for essentials.
• The head of the Israeli public health service said this. “A lockdown and
personal monitoring of people and total halt to person freedom” is part of
the solution.
• This approach will not work. The entire span of history, especially the
experience of the last 100 years, has proven that the flourishing of art, the
advance of science, the decline in poverty and the growth in abundance,
and, yes, the cure for disease, have been phenomena of the free and
undirected activity of individuals in the market unencumbered by
bureaucratic red tape and dictatorial meddling.
• Wherever massive government interventions have been tried, they have
always ended in poverty, scarcity, and, all too often, mass death and
genocide.
• Free markets have always supplied the opposite. This article is a welldeveloped argument for free markets, the prosperity they bring, and how
these are the springboards for innovation and not the corruption that
socialism or crony capitalism bring.
#6: Separating Facts from Fiction - Curtis Bowers (author of Agenda: Grinding
America Down) speaks out on the agenda of those seeking to destroy our
country at the Faith, Family, and Freedom podcast.
Keep this old axiom in mind: Those are willing to trade freedom for security
deserve neither.
Some Points of Interest: It’s all about more control.
• Only 5% of people infested need to be concerned and are at high risk.
• Many more people have COVID -19 than are reported so the death
percentage are radically over-reported.
• Most people are being given the Corona virus test which includes many
other viruses, not just the COVID-19 test because it is more expensive.
Another source of over-reporting.
• The MEDIA is self-motivated to exaggerate issues – more sales, higher
ratings.
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• The economic collapse will be 100 times worse than the virus. Trump is
getting poor advice from Globalist doctors.
• Globalists will use this to stampede us into one-size-fits all governance.
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